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Summary

Bihar is India’s most flood-
prone State, with 76 percent
of   the   population, in   the
north Bihar living under the
recurring threat of flood
devastation. About 68800 sq
Km out of total geographical
area of 94163 sq Km
comprising 73.06 percent is
flood affected.
The  plains of Bihar,
adjoining Nepal, are drained
by a number of rivers  that
have their catchments in the
steep and geologically
nascent Himalayas. Kosi,
Gandak,BurhiGandak,

Flood Inundation Map of Bihar

Bagmati, KamlaBalan, Mahananda and Adhwara Group of rivers originates in Nepal, carry high
discharge and very high sediment load and drops it down in the plains of Bihar. About 65% of
catchments area of these rivers falls in Nepal/Tibet and only 35% of catchments area lies in
Bihar. A review by Kale (1997) indicated that the plains of north Bihar have recorded the highest
number of floods during the last 30years. In the years 1978, 1987, 1998, 2004 and 2007 Bihar
witnessed high magnitudes of flood. The total area affected by floods has also increased during
these years. Flood of 2004 demonstrates the severity of flood problem when a vast area of 23490
Sq Km was badly affected by the floods of Bagmati, Kamla&Adhwara groups of rivers causing
loss of about 800 human lives, even when Ganga, the master drain was flowing low.
Bihar witnessed one of the most disastrous floods in the history of Bihar in the year 2008, an
impoverished and densely populated state in India. A breach in theKosi embankment near the
Indo-Nepal border (at Kusaha VDC, Sunsari district, Nepal) occurred on 18 August 2008. The
river changed course and inundated areas which hadn't experienced floods in many decades. The
flood affected over 2.3 million people in the northern part of Bihar.
The 2013 Flood in Bihar affected more than 5.9 million people in 3,768 villages in 20 districts of
the state.
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Background : Flood 2014

Incessant rain, over-flowing  rivers is wreaking
havoc in various parts of Bihar. Several districts of
Bihar are reeling under floods which have claimed
many lives and severely affected the lives of
millions.
This year there has been scanty rainfall in Bihar as a
result it created drought (El Niño effect) situation in
some districts. Late arrival of monsoon and
incessant raining in parts of Bihar and upper
catchment area of Nepal caused heavy rains in the
small and big rivers originating from Nepal caused
flooding in 15 districts of Bihar. Floods in Nepal
and heavy rainfall in catchment areas led to raising
the water level in major Rivers   viz. Mahananda,
Kosi, Kamla, Bagmati, BurhiGandak etc.  Though
water levels in all these rivers continued to be above
danger mark, the "falling trend" of the level in rivers
came as a relief on 19th August.
The situation will, however, be normal only if it
stops raining in the catchment areas in both Nepal
and India.
Local administrations  have been evacuating

affected people  with the help of SDRF/  NDRF
teams.
The major flood-hit districts are Patna, Gopalganj,
Sheikhpura, Darbhanga, Nalanda, West Champaran,
Supaul, Saharasa, Nawada, Sitamarhi, Khagaria,
Madhubani, Sheohar, Araria and Muzaffarpur.

History of Kosi Embankment Breaches
The Kosi River presents a challenge in
terms of long and recurring flood
hazard.
A major flood in 1953-54 led to the „Kosi

project‟ which was aimed at flood control
and irrigation. The project led to the
creation of a barrage and embankments
on each side were designed to protect
approximately 2800 kms of land in north
Bihar and Nepal.
Despite this intervention and a long
history of flood control management in
the basin for more than 5 decades, the
river continues to cause extensive flooding
due to breaches.
1963: The first breach on the western
embankment in Nepal
1968: Five breaches in north Bihar
1971: Collapse of the 1969-built Bhatania
Approach Bund
1980: Eastern embankment breach
1984: Eastern embankment breach
1991: Breach in the western embankment
near Joginia in Nepal
2008: Breach in eastern embankment

With the onset of late rainfall and due to heavy rains in Nepal ,Bihar and neighbouring states
the rivers flowing through Bihar brought heavy flow of water into the major rivers of the state
triggering floods in 15 out of 38 districts of the state. Five of them are the worst affected can be
said to be Darbhanga, West Champaran, Nalanda, Supaul ( villages within the embankment) and
Sitamarhi. So far 13 people have lost their lives due to the floods in the state although all major
rivers were showing receding trend. Till now 16.5 Lakh populations are affected, over 2500
houses collapsed and 3 lakh hectares of crop has been washed away
The estimated loss of property is about 5644 Lakh INR. Population living in low lying areas
experienced water stagnation in their houses and villages since 11th August, 2014). The situation
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is likely to get from bad to worse due to the risk of waterborne diseases, food scarcity and lack of
livelihood opportunities once the water is completely receded.

The Bihar Inter Agency Group was quick to respond. It conveyed an emergency meeting on
19th& 20th August, 2014 and decided to conduct a Multi-Sectoral Rapid Needs Assessment of the
flood situation. On the 20 Aug 2014 the BIAG flood emergency meet was held at the Oxfam
office, Patna. The meet was prior to the Rapid flood assessment in affected districts of Bihar; for
orientation of members on RJNA format, latest flood situation and Response by members.
In the meet a multi-sectoral assessment team was formed with representatives from BIAG,
UNICEF, Save the Children, World Vision, Caritas India, Action Aid, CWS and EHA. The
assessment team visited the flood affected areas on 21 August to assess the situation as well as
impact of flooding. The composition of multi- sectoral team was as follows:

S.No. Name of
Districts to be
assessed

Lead Agency Associate expert members

1A Nalanda
Save The
Children1B Nawadah

2 A Madhubani
OXFAM

District Chapter Members of BIAG and partner members

2 B Supaul District Chapter Members of BIAG and partner members

3 Darbhanga CARITAS India District Chapter Members of BIAG and partner members

4 Muzaffarpur Plan & World
Vision

District Chapter Members of BIAG and partner members

5 Sitamarhi CWS & Action Aid District Chapter Members of BIAG and partner members

6A West
Champaran

Emanuel Hospital
Association (EHA)

District Chapter Members of BIAG and partner members

6B East
Champaran

District Chapter Members of BIAG and partner members

Assessment Methodology
Bihar Inter Agency Group introduced and facilitated the process of RJNA during the current
Bihar flood 2014. The standard RJNA was taken up to provide a rapid common understanding of
the impact of floods in 9 most affected districts, out of total 15 districts affected on following
issues, identify priority needs of the affected population.
Provide approximate number of affected people. Mapping critical needs in the immediate
aftermath of the extreme event (30 – 90 days) Provide general recommendations to inform
strategic decisions on resource mobilization and response planning for medium to long term
needs
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Total districts affected. 15

Total worst affected districts 5

Total no. of affected blocks 77
Total Panchayat Affected 437
Total villages affected 1254
Population Affected 16.5 Lakh
Population Evacuated 116129
Number of human lives lost 13 people
Number of Houses damaged 2861
Total amount of House damage 470 lakhs INR
Crop loss/washed away 3 lakh hectares
Total amount of Crop damage 5644 lakhs INR
No. of Relief Camps 142
People in camp 38426
No. of Health Centres running 455
No. of vet. Centres running 148
1152 boats including motorboats, government country boats and private ones have been pressed
into service for relief and rescue operations.

Methodology
 Orientation on RJNA format.

 RJNA Team building and planning
 Identification of Worst affected block/ Panchayat in consultation with BIAG CCM

members and BIAG district chapters

 Team leader for the operation and communication standards
 Field Assessments with FGD, interview’s, Geo- tagged pictures/pictures

 Debriefing by all the team members to BIAG Platform
 Analysis and RJNA Reporting

b. Tools
 District RJNA Tool
 Village RJNA Tool

c. Training and orientation:
 BIAG Core Committee Members

Snapshots of Bihar Floods, Bihar 2014 (Source: DMD GoB, news update from print and
electronic media)
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AREAS VISITED AND PEOPLE MET:
The assessment Team A ( Lead by Mr Mukul Kumar, Save The Children, Bihar) and Team B (
Lead by Mr Kumar Vishunpad Manu, Centre for World Solidarity, Bihar )visited flood effected
districts Nalanda and Sithamrhi respectively.
This assessment was carried out at the field level with the support of CSSP team in Nalanda

The brief report is as follows:

A: Nalanda

Current Situation of Nalanda District

Till-22/8/14 District-Nalanda

1 Affected Block 14
2 Affected Panchayat 133

Fully Affected 57
Partially Affected 76

3 Affected Villages 422
4 Affected Population

Human 7.25602
Livestock 0.22107

5 Affected land(in Lakhs)
Agriculture land 0.59168
Non-Agriculture Land 0.08459

6 Affected Houses
Kachha House(Partially) 689
Kachha House(fully) 309
Pacca House(Partially) 6
Pacca House(fully) 125
Hut 248

7 Human loss 4
8 Villages Surounded by Flood 340
9 Displaced Population 7449
10 Relief Camp 27

Displaced Population in camp 7184
11 Distribution of Chudda 214.45 (quental)

Distribution of Gudaa 37.82
Distribution of Tarpoline 905
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Numbers of schools affected: -Asthawan-127, Rahui-109
Numbers in ICDS centre affected: Asthawan-82, Rahui-128

 Major Highways partially blocked flood water entered on the road
 Five major rivers-Lokain, Jirain, Paimar, Sakari and Panchag water entered in many

villages.
 Many houses damaged or submerged in flood water.
 Many bridged reported damaged in villages.
 People took shelter on the houses roof or schools.
 NDRF team has reached to district headquarters
 Rescue operation has started in Rahui and Asthawan Blocks.
 Relief materials yet not reached to the affected population.

Block-Rahui
 Total affected people are 1,43,020 including

Children about 45,000 ( upto 10 years)
 Total 66 Village affected of 16 Panchayat .
 Water entered on 11th August. Till 22nd

August water level is 4-6 feet. Most of the
flooded villages are water locked.

 People leaving in Camps.
 Govt running 5 camps. (1. Khijre war sarai, 2.

Kadi Bigha, 3. M.S Rahui, 4. M.S Itasang, 5.
High school Hawanpur)

 Govt. Providing 50 kg Rice, 50 kg wheat and
2000 rupees.

 As per requirement plastic sheet providing them.
 Most affected Pachayats are 1. Mai Farida, 2. Sonsa, 3. Habanpura, 4. Dihra etc.
 Running 3 Medical Mobile Team for Heath issues. Supporting with 1 NDRF team. Till date

Approx 160 case solve of Fever, Apprentice, Delivery, Imunaization etc.
 In Block Approx 500 House is damage. Survey is going on as most of the area if water

logged
 Suggested of ADM you can any support to Mahadalit.
 Suggested by ( Jila Vidhi Prabhari- Abhay Kumar singh) if possible we can provide of

Bambu Bridge. Because most work is connectivity with Market.
 In Block 9450.45 Acar Agricultar lost in Rahui Block.
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Extent of Flood in Harnout

Name of
Blocks
severally
affected

Number of
affected
Panchayats

Numbers
of affected
villages

Number
of people
affected
(include
source)

House
hold

Number of
people
severely
affected

Number
of
children
affected

Asthawan 19 58 Approx 133867 21125 1300000
Approx

60158

Block Name Harnaut

Affected Panchayat 8 (Cheran, Lohra, Poari, Gonawan, Basaniyawan, Chauriya, Pachaura)

Village 27

Household 4200

Total affected Population 22000 Approx

Damaged house (Fully/Partialy) Approx-150

Livestock/livelihood lost Field Partially destroyed, daily wage workers in the field lost their
livelihood in field, livelihood from livestocks also lost.

Other lost Clothes, Educational Materials, Food Items, Agriculture etc.

Extent of flood In Asthawan block

Rapid Assessment Team members observed the flood situation with focus on situation of
children and women in the area and how the current scenario has affected their day to day life.

Focus Group Discussions:
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Stakeholders Category Name of Village/Area Remarks
Community members including
male, female and children

Camp In Rahui Middle
School

The FGD was conducted Camp In
Rahui Middle School and attended by
approx 40 people.

Camp In Hawanpura
high school

The FGD was organised in Camp and
was attended by approx. 100
community members

Children Camp In Hawanpura
high school

We could interact with children while
visiting the Camp in Hawanpura High
School.

School teacher At Rahui and
Hawanpura School
Camp

We could interact with teacher while
visiting the Camp in Hawanpura High
School and Rahui Middle School.

Face to Face:
Stakeholders Category Name of

Village/Area
SDO (Special in-charge) Circle Officer Rahui Block
ADM, District Disaster Management
Authority (DDMA)

Nalanda district

Jila vishi Padadhikari (district law officer) Nalanda

Key Findings:

Water, Sanitation and Hygiene (WASH):
- The main drinking water sources for people are the hand pumps, which have been submerged

and contaminated by flood water across all areas assessed. Many of the hand pumps were
non-functional. . There is a need for sanitisation of hand pumps in order to make it usable as
well as household level water purification is needed.

- Not all the households have toilets and the villagers practice open defecation. There is no
privacy for woman and adolescent girls. There is a high chance of diseases due to the open
defecation and absence of minimum hand washing practices.

- As the flood water recedes, the chances of other diseases are high and hence disinfection of
the village and its surroundings is critical.
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Food and Non-Food Items:
Currently the villagers are dependent on the food grains provided by the government. The
government has started providing 50 kgs of rice, 50 kgs of wheat, and INR 2000/- to each
family In Nalanda from 22nd August.
However, the quality of food grains is substandard. The government is providing the assistance
in phased manner and approx. The government is in the process of undertaking damage
assistance of the affected areas. The people demanded for food basket consisting of rice, cereals,
dry food, chana, mustard oil, sugar, salt, etc.
The poor people living in low lying areas near the river bore the brunt of increase in river water
level. Their house,  standing crop, kitchen garden and belongings including household and
sanitation utility items were lost. Household hygiene items emerged as a critical need of the
hour.

Health and Nutrition:
Due to lack of access to nutritious and adequate food, the nutrition level of children seems
deteriorating.   128 ICDS centre and 108 Schools were closed which ultimately affected the
nutrition and health status of Children and they are mostly deprived of MDM and food supply.
Camps are running in the schools so children have to do compromise with quality of food.

Shelter
Thatched houses / mud houses are damaged very badly. Due to flood most of the thatched /mud
house of SC community have been destroyed.

In some cases, even houses build with bricks were not able to withstand the flood waters and
collapsed. In Hawanpur Panchayat, of Rahui Block 200 houses collapsed completely.     The
scenario is not very different in other villages such as Samsa of Samsa Panchayat. People were
living Camps.

Child Protection
In all the places covered during rapid assessment; children constitute nearly half of the flood
affected population. Generally, no such child protection issues have been found across different
areas. Considering the hard life and no source of livelihood, it is likely that many children might
migrate as accompany to their parents. There is chance of increase in the child labour and
migration case. Children are staying with their parents in schools, wherever they have taken
shelter.

Due to closure of schools and Anganwadi centres, children are seen playing in mud waters,
isolated places and roaming around the villages. During a brief interaction with children at
Hawanpura high school in Hawanpura we   found that they are facing difficulty in attending
classes as classes were combine with other classes and MDM also shared with affected
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community. There is no community based protection system and psycho-social support for
children in Rahui Block .

Food Security and Livelihoods
Crops, kitchen garden and other livelihood opportunities have been destroyed of many people
across all strata of people. A clear need for food security and livelihoods recovery action has
emerged. Floods have badly affected the rice, Fishries and vegetable fields. Agriculture is the
main livelihood of the families in the village. Flood water carried mud and deposited on the rice
cultivation land of the village. This has rendered the fields entirely uncultivable  for
rice/vegetables for at least next 2-3 months. No major loss of livestock is reported, however, lack
of fodder is threating the survival of livestock. Moreover due to the current flood scenario,
MGNREGA jobs are stopped for the time being. Cash for work is urgently need to restore
connectivity. Currently affected community is without work as agriculture is their main
occupation and all the agriculture land is under the water.

Education
In all the villages, schools have submerged in flood water and water logging was there for
several days. Access to schools emerged as a major challenge due to water logging.. Further, the
schools are used as shelter by the families whose houses are completely damaged/ collapsed.
Wherever the schools are vacated, they are not in a position to re-open immediately as the
classrooms are under water. Due non-functioning of the schools, mid day meal is stopped.
School toilet need to be made functional and drinking water point need to be disinfected.

Proposed geographical and household coverage:

A relief operations for a total of 6,000 households could be proposed to be launched. Although
the total affected households in the proposed geographical coverage area is much higher than
6000, it might reduce after applying Save the Children six point criterion.

B: Sithmarhi

Current Situation of Sitamarhi District

No. and name of affected Block Three Blocks

Runni Saidpur, Belsand, Sursand

Number of affected Gram Panchayats 10 (Ten)

Names of Most affected Gram Panchayats Runni Saidpur (South), Tilak Tajpur, Madhaul,
Kharka, Athri, Bagahi Rampur, Pachnaur, Dumra,
Kansar, Shrikhandi Bhittha east
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Names of affected Villages 23 Villages (List will be provided on request)

Total Population of the Village (s) App. 56000

Date of disaster/ start of disaster 14/08/2014

Specific Cause of disaster
(name of river and site of breach in case of flood)

Baghmati, Ratu and lakhandei

Population affected (%) 35 Thousand

Displaced 20 families on embankment and 30 in schools

Area Visited

Block Village

Runni Saidpur Manpur Jauna, Raksiyan, Shivnagar, Ramnagra

Belsand Marar, Nunaura, Olipur

Sursand Shrikhandi Bhittha purvi

Key Findings:

Search & Rescue
Flood Water has already receded. At present there is no need of search & rescue operations. A
team of NDRF has been deployed by the government in the affected area.

Shelter
The families whose house damaged; are residing either on the embankment (approx 50) needed
attention. Tarpaulin sheet can be provided to them for their temporary shelter.

WASH

Prior to the flood families of the area are using Hand pumps for drinking water. In current flood
most hand pumps inundated and the water of these sources are smelling and not good in test too.
It shows that there is need of some intervention. Chlorine tablets could be quite useful in these
affected villages.

Access to safe and sanitary latrine facilities is worse; most families are defecating in open at near
to those area where surface water available. Increased excreta in open water may lead to an
increase in skin diseases and water borne diseases.

Health
Health centers are working, but at present it is difficult to reach. Some people of affected area are
suffering from viral fever. These villages require Mobile Health Team at least for next two
months.

Nutrition
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The food does not appear to be a serious concern.   Only those families who one residing in
schools or embankment is mentioned that their food stores destroyed or damaged as result of the
flood.
Most households have stocks of rice/wheat and that families managed to secure their stock
before flood. Markets have not been affected by the floods as they are usually located out of
embankment. Markets currently have sufficient stocks of food and are functioning.

At present all Anganwadis (ICDS Centers) are not functional. ICDS centers provide
supplementary nutritious food to children below 6 years. So it is also matter of concern.

Education
Now, most schools are opened but most families don’t let their children attend school because
they are concerned about the connectivity of schools. The sanitation facilities of schools are also
damaged due to the flood. These Sanitation complexes of schools are also likely to require
rehabilitation.

Government Response so far
Officials of blocks and Subdivision started moving in the village for their own assessment. One
team of NDRF 9th Battalion has already deployed in the area and staying at Middle school
Behram Nagar (Runnisaidpur block).

Recommendation:

- Water purification (Chlorine tablets could be quite useful in these affected villages),
Hygiene kits etc.

- Mobile medical teams for affected villages at least for one month

- Food for people who lost their homes and food grains.

- Temporary Shelters/Tarpaulin only for those people who lost their homes

- Restoration of school’s approach roads and School Sanitation Complexes
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-

Bihar Inter Agency Group convened a meeting on 23rdAugust to  discuss the assessment
findings as well take a stand on the overall flood situation. The assessment team from Nalanda
and Sithamarhi could only reach , so the present joint assessment report, can be taken as part I
and the Part II would be shared after the other two teams reaches Patna.

The govt response was found to be timely in most of the places but apart from Nalanda , other
places there was no proper camps run by govt could be located by the team. The preparedness
and response of the government has been adequate in all the sectors i, food security, but in mater
of water -sanitation , health , shelter still needs to bettered and BIAG members can respond in
these sectors.
BIAG members Americares , GlobalM etc have started their response. Save The Children too is
initiating its response.
Thus, in the present scenario, Bihar IAG would be keeping a watch on the situation.


